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Thank you for purchasing the Einstar 3D scanner.
We hope you enjoy scanning with your new scanner.

You can login to our user platform passport.shining3d.
com to get more information.
For technical support, please visit our support center
support.einstar.com.
 
Join our social media platform to get more information



Note:

Serial number can be found on the back of the scanner

after the silicon case is removed or on the back of the

calibration board, which is like "EinstarXXX-XXXX000X00".

i7-11800H or higher

32GB

or higher

or above





Remove secure plug - insert power -
connect to PC USB port.



Scanning Requirements

1.Rich geometry features or textures.



Surface type:

Surface type:

At least 4 markers need to be
detected in one time.�



Note:
1. If the computer is not connected to the Internet, you can choose "Offline Activation".
2. If you fail to download softwar or can't do registration, please visit support.einstar.com
and submit a ticket.
3. After activation, you can also use the account to login to passport.shining3d.com for
accessing Einstar learning material and the latest software.  

Scanner Activation

The software enters the Scan interface after 
activation. We suggest to recalibrate in calibration
interface before the first scanning. 



Note:
We recommend calibrating no later than 14 days after the latest date to guarantee accuracy.

Note:
After calibration, please place the calibration board in the black flannel bag to protect it from
damage and stains.

Hold and Calibrate

2.White Balance

FLIP



in or zoom out.

Click to Increase or Decrease.

Portrait mode scanning�

Portrait.

3. Select Mode of Alignment
Feature: For objects with obvious
geometric information.
Texture: For objects with rich
texture or color information.
Select Resolution: Choose the
proper resolution. 
(We usually recommand using a 1mm

resolution to scan the whole body, and a

0.5mm resolution to scan specific body

parts.)

Texture Scan: Turn on texture
scan if you need color data.
 

Scanner Button Controls/Portrait Mode Scanning

zoom Brightness



4. Place the scanner in a proper working distacne
from the object (Distance indicator shows green),
adjust the brightness until the object is slightly
reddish in camera preview.

5. Scan

5.1 Position

Turn on the selection as you need.

Adjust the brightness by clicking or dragging
the slider to set the value.
Brightness adjustment can also be achieved
by scanner buttons.

Portrait Mode Scanning

During scanning, face the scanner straight to the
object.



5.2 Distance

5.3 Movement

Portrait Mode Scanning

Please move the scanner gently for continuous scan
and better data quality.

When tracking lost happens, direct the scanner at a
region that has already been scanned to resume
scanning.



Medium and large objects:

Size larger than 200*200*200mm

Small objects: 

50*50*50mm-200*200*200mm

Feature: For objects with obvious

geometric information.

Texture: For objects with rich texture

or color information.

Markers/Global Marker: If the object

does not have enough characteristic

features of geometry or texture, as well

as if these features make up a periodically

repeating pattern.

Large Objects: Apply the markers directly onto the object.

Scan QR to get object mode demo

Small Objects: Apply the markers around the object.

Object mode scanning

2. Select scan mode "Object" and the suitable
Object size.

3. Select Mode of Alignment. (One or more)

Please refer to the Portrait mode scanning for
adjustments and scanning.

Scan QR to get portrait mode demo

Object Mode Scaning



Meshing is converting point cloud to triangular surfaces.
The mesh data can be used for rendering, measurement
and printing, etc.



10%

90%

Safe Handling and Operating Conditions

Safe Handling
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